the hardware around at the time was insufficient to support the amount of computation required for realistic experimentation.
While NMT appeared to show a great deal of promise, many were already claiming it to be the new state-of-the-art in MT. However, while the findings of Bentivogli et al. (2016) were no doubt significant, the superiority of NMT had been demonstrated for just one language pair, and for a single vertical sector.
Unsurprisingly, therefore, a number of papers followed which set out to test which method was better-SMT or NMT-for a range of language pairs and use-cases. We were both present at EAMT 2017 2 in Prague where many interesting papers addressing this topic were presented. We quickly decided that this research needed to be collected together in a single volume as soon as possible, as the field of MT has never moved as fast as it is at the moment; if these results were not quickly widely disseminated, their relevance as a set of informative case-studies would have been weakened. Accordingly, we did not put out a call for inclusion in a special issue as would normally be the case. In this issue of the Machine Translation journal, we find revised, extended versions of those papers presented in Prague in May 2017. 3 Papers were reviewed in the normal way by at least two experts in the field. We provide here a short summary of each of the papers included:
-[Klubička et al.] extends the work by Toral and Sánchez-Cartagena (2017) by presenting a quantitative, fine-grained manual evaluation of three English-to-Croatian systems-PB-SMT, factored PB-SMT, and NMT-using the Multidimensional Quality Metrics (MQM) error taxonomy (Lommel et al. 2013) . They find that NMT reduces the errors produced by the 'pure' PB-SMT system by more than half, and that NMT output is more fluent and more grammatical (e.g. it contains fewer agreement errors). -[Shterionov et al.] set out to level the playing field by ensuring that all data used in their evaluation of KantanMT's PB-SMT and NMT engines is identical. They find that while the quality evaluation scores indicate that the PB-SMT engines perform better, human reviewers-all native speakers of the evaluated language pairs-show the opposite results, i.e. that NMT outperforms PB-SMT. This finding was corroborated by the fact that the majority of translators were most productive when post-editing NMT output. As a result, the authors hypothesize that traditional automatic MT evaluation metrics underestimate the adjudged quality of NMT output, and in a series of novel tests, determine that this underestimation can approach 50%, i.e. in half of those cases in which automatic metrics judged PB-SMT to be better, all three annotators judged NMT to be better. -[Popović] conducts an extensive comparison on publicly available data between NMT and PB-SMT language-related issues for German-to-English, English-toGerman and English-to-Serbian. Her findings corroborate those of Bentivogli et al. (2016) , in that NMT is better at handling verb forms and avoiding verb omissions, as well as English noun collocations and German compound words. She also provides a comprehensive list of phenomena that NMT is still not good at dealing with, and suggests hybridization or combination of NMT and PB-SMT in view of the complementarity of their error profiles on the languages studied.
-[Castilho et al.] compare the English-to-German, -Greek, -Portuguese, andRussian PB-SMT and NMT engines developed for translation of data from Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs). Translation quality is evaluated using both automatic metrics and human evaluation, also using the MQM error typology. While as expected NMT outperforms PB-SMT in terms of committing fewer inflectional morphology and word-order errors, the authors find that, contrary to previous results, NMT is better across all language pairs on both short and long sentences as regards fluency, while the results are less clear when it comes to adequacy.
In sum, the findings of the papers in this collection appear to demonstrate a definite edge of NMT over PB-SMT, so it can be argued with some conviction that NMT appears to have overtaken PB-SMT as the new state-of-the-art approach to MT. While other studies from the suppliers of freely available online MT systems have claimed that the perceived quality of NMT was approaching that of humans (Wu et al. 2016) , and more recently that 'human parity' (defined as statistical indistinguishability in a specific set of subjective quality judgements) has been reached (Hassan et al. 2018) , we hope that the comprehensive studies contained herein help readers to see precisely how and where NMT outperforms the previously dominant paradigm. At the same time, this research demonstrates quite clearly that no matter what technique is being applied, MT is not a solved problem, and the papers in this collection provide both reassurance to that effect to human translators/post-editors, as well as a list of remaining problems for system developers to tackle.
